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Writing is ancestor work.
I offer a jar of honey, a fistful of flowers, a fifth of whiskey, and a deep 

breath to each soul who lived through the Middle Passage and its wake. You 
fought, cried, struggled, gave up, grieved, laughed, loved, and survived the 
unsurvivable all up and down this hemisphere. My life, and this book, is an 
altar to you. The path I walk is lit by the triple gem of the Buddha, dharma, 
and sangha, in whom I take refuge over and over in the service of collective 
liberation. May all of us who struggle under the weight of structural and 
personal suffering claim freedom, in this lifetime.

My mother died before this book went to press. She left me so many 
gifts — most of which she offered to the world: a method for reading and 
writing Black girl truths, a reverence for the erotic and the disrespectable, 
an abiding contempt for American empire, a practice of multilingual dia-
sporic kinship, a possibility model for making some kind of life out of words. 
But there is something else she modeled for me: radical accountability.

Our relationship was so loving, but it was also difficult — she came up 
short in a lot of what I needed from a mother, but she knew that, and sur-
rounded me with a whole village of other mothers, like my aunt Bisa Wil-
liams and my godmother Ifa Bayeza; like Ms. Marie and Ms. Denise and 
Enomoyi. I am so grateful to each of them, and call their names as their 
maternal labor made my life livable. My mother was radically accountable 
because she believed me when I said “This is hard.” Never defensive or guilt 
trippy, she gave me the space I needed to grow and heal. She would call me 
every couple months — well into my thirties — with a memory of something 
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she wish could have gone differently, to make amends for something that I 
had long since processed or forgotten. But it mattered to her, and this is one 
of the most precious gifts she gave me: her willingness to start over, to be 
soft in the face of failure, to try again. She kept trying with recovery, with 
our relationship, with teaching herself how to hold a pen and write again 
after a series of strokes and the onset of a neurological disorder.

for colored girls who considered suicide when the rainbow was enuf ain’t 
just the title of a play — my mother struggled with staying alive, and each 
day was a kind of win. Even if she wasn’t ever truly happy, she taught me to 
touch joy. Even if she never really was okay, she taught me that it was worth 
sticking it out all the same.

She died after traveling for work for ten out of the last fifteen days of her 
life — at seventy years old. At her last gig, she told me she felt abused — not 
because anyone was unkind or rude — but because of the brutal schedule. 
This world just kept taking from her, as she traipsed through a confer-
ence hotel with a walker and a wheelchair and congestive heart failure and 
a haunted nervous system because there were still poems that needed to 
be read and rent that needed to be paid. She deserved better than the ex-
tractive economy of being a surviving artist, better than a dystopian ce-
lebrity culture that doesn’t know how to care for a manic- depressive, self- 
medicating Black prophetess. We all do.

She was ecstatic when I signed the contract for Progressive Dystopia, 
and I was looking forward to sharing page proofs with her, asking her ad-
vice on which book cover to go with, even though she would have just said, 
“It’s brilliant, I love it! I’m gonna tell everybody that my baby has a book!” 
I sent in the final manuscript for this book to Duke three days after she 
died. Her body wasn’t even embalmed yet and I was fiddling with tables 
and footnotes. This, too, is her legacy: turning to the work when the world 
gets hard, trying to produce something beautiful enough to be called Black 
and woman.

Thank you for everything you have given me, Mama, thank you for the 
legacy of possibility you leave for Harriet and everybody here — you did 
good.

Ntozake Shange, ¡presente!

My father, McArthur, has shown me the incredible human capacity for 
growth, humility, and generosity — we have become family anew. Carla Jean 
has flown in with a cape and tights to save the day many a time, going be-
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yond any expectations of “stepmothering” to be a parent to me. My sister, 
Stella Rae, is the most deeply honest and self- actualized person I know. Ev-
ery day you step deeper into your power, and I watch the world changing in 
ripples around you. My sibling, Lucas Willie, embodies the best of our fam-
ily’s tradition of deep independence and creativity, and I can’t wait for you 
to keep passing it on to your niece. My aunt and godmother, Ifa, has been 
a deep source of spiritual and emotional support, particularly as we both 
navigated graduate school. My aunt, Bisa, opened her home and heart to me 
in the roughest years of my life, and I owe both my life and livelihood to her 
love. My Uncle Paul has been a stalwart source of optimism — thank you for 
keeping me grounded in the work. My “little” cousin Michael has his own 
condo in the best corner of my heart, and continues to teach me what fam-
ily means. My mother- in- law, Paula Monford, has welcomed me into her  
family with so much love, and I am eternally grateful for her support. Jakayla 
Kamry, your smile brings me such joy, and I am proud to call you my niece!

Just a month after I started coursework, I answered a Facebook message 
that blossomed into a lifelong partnership. Kenshata Mignon — you are my 
dharma love, and I thank you for weathering all the torments of this pro-
cess. You have celebrated every win, big and small, and mourned the losses. 
I am forever grateful for our duprass. Together we conjured Harriet Elle 
Dessalines Sati Shange- Watkins, the brilliant firechild who teaches me to 
see the world anew each day. This one’s for you, Big Baby.

Homegirls make the world go round, and without Gina’s dharmic sis-
terhood, Paris’s Black feminist fire, Dhira’s courage and whimsy, Susie’s 
nonattached cheerleading, Noor’s enDless memes, and Audrey’s uncon-
ditional reciprocity, I would have no world at all. Sammy, you are the best 
homeboy a homegirl could have, and the actual goat in the categories of 
book manuscript feedback and rap- infused grief consolation. My two bes-
ties have shown me sisterhood at its finest: Sahar, you have made me better 
for twenty years, and I can never thank you enough for how much you have 
changed how I see the world through your art, your parenting, and your 
friendship. Oriana, you make the whole world golden, and it was your fero-
cious love for your city that sparked this project to begin with.

I began graduate school at Penn with a bfa in my pocket, several years 
in the field, and no academic training at all. John L. Jackson Jr., aka “JJ,” aka 
Anthroman, gave me space to be unapologetically Black in the academy, 
and adopted me into an intellectual lineage of Africana thought and prac-
tice. Kathleen D. Hall created a sanctuary of ethical, rigorous, and just prac-
tice in an institution that felt more alienating than inviting. I am also deeply 
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indebted to Deborah A. Thomas: you stand as a possibility model for those 
of us who want to make a life worth living in academia. There is a reason 
you are cited more times in this book than any other author — I would not 
be able to think with or about the state, our people, or true reparative move-
ment without your mentorship. David O. Stovall, thank you for making a 
space for those of us who have ten toes down in two worlds — your work as 
a mentor has shaped how I try to support younger scholars.

I have also been blessed by the guidance and material support of in-
credible feminist mentors. Dána- Ain Davis has been a formidable cocon-
spirator, mentor, and guide through the fruition of this project — thank you 
so much for believing in me. Bianca Williams has been relentless in her 
enthusiasm for my work, and has consistently looped me into larger con-
versations and projects, manifesting multiscalar Black feminist ethics on 
the daily. Early in my graduate school career, I was fortunate to have the 
mentorship of A. Lynn Bolles through the Caribbean Studies Association, 
and her sage insights shaped many of choices thereafter. Margot Weiss has 
been another rare blessing — thank you for allowing me to tag along in ad-
ventures at the edges of anthropology. Clyde Woods’ visionary approach to 
Black geographic praxis capacitates both my career and this project, and 
he was the first senior scholar to encourage me to publish my work on San 
Francisco. He became an ancestor far too soon, but because of him I am 
still Black California Dreamin’.

My academic squad rolls deep, and I could not imagine a more powerful 
army (better yet, a navy) to navigate the treacherous waters of the academy. 
Brittany Webb has read more pages of this manuscript than perhaps any-
one else, and has provided crucial feedback at every turn. Long before that, 
she helped me cobble together something like an anthropological training, 
and I am eternally grateful for her peer mentorship and friendship. Krystal  
Smalls saw me floundering in an education program, and brought me to the 
(Black) light of Africana as a joint degree program. I am continually awed 
with her power as a spiritual and intellectual being, and this project has her 
magic sprinkled all over. Roseann Liu kept me sane throughout this process 
by modeling how to balance activist scholarship, parenting, and pedagogy 
as a woman of color in the academy. Thank you for being a homegirl, a col-
laborator, and a friend. Keon Monte McGuire is the riding- est, downest  
antiheteropatriarchal comrade a Black feminist could have. I could not have 
survived without his humor, perseverance, and ability to speak a divine 
word in any situation.

I am only the scholar I am because of the comradeship of other scholars 
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invested in justice and transformation. At my very first American Anthro-
pological Association meetings, I met Juli Grigsby and Courtney Morris, 
and by the grace of the Lorde they took me in. They have been Black femi-
nist lifelines in this work, and they have been my embodied introduction 
to the Austin School of Black and diasporic anthropologists trained at ut 
Austin by Ted Gordon, João Costa Vargas, Simone Browne, Jemima Pierre, 
Kamala Viswesaran, Jafari Allen, and Charlie Hale. I will never know the 
source of the blessing, but they, along with Alix Chapman, Damien So-
joyner, and Mohan Ambikaipaker, adopted me into the larger group of an-
thropolocxs committed to wrecking shop in the discipline. Ashanté Reese 
has been a stalwart source of sunshine and real talk — our accountability 
sessions have helped me care for my academic, physical, and spiritual selves. 
Orisanmi Burton is my intellectual brother from another mother, and I am 
grateful for his political compass as we collectively navigate the rough wa-
ters of the academy. Kaneesha Cherelle Parsard, Ryan Jobson, Mecca Jami-
lah Sullivan, Christien Tompkins, and Kaya Williams each are guaranteed 
to come through with the assist at the buzzer — mad respect.

This project was only possible with the material support of funders 
whose generosity allowed me to feed myself and my family as I wrestled 
with fieldwork, data analysis, and prose. I had the privilege of support from 
the Ford Foundation Dissertation Fellowship, the Jack Kent Cooke Foun-
dation Dissertation Fellowship, the Point Foundation, the Fontaine Soci-
ety, and the sas Dissertation Completion Fellowship at the University of 
Pennsylvania.

Ken Wissoker at Duke University Press believed in this book perhaps 
even before I did, and fundamentally “got it” in a way that supersedes the 
analytics of publishing in the digital era — thank you for supporting me ev-
ery step of the way. Nina Oteria was also incredibly helpful (and patient!) in 
managing the editorial process, and I thank her as well as Christi Stanforth 
and the rest of the fantastic Duke uP team.

The Anthropology Department at uc Santa Cruz has fundamentally 
changed my idea of what collegiality can be, and has been an essential sup-
port in finishing this project. Jerry Zee and Nidhi Mahajan are the junior 
faculty cohort of my dreams, and I am so glad to be on this journey together. 
Many thanks to Nancy Chen and Megan Moodie for relentlessly advocat-
ing on behalf of junior faculty, and to graduate student Kathryn Gougelet, 
whose pedagogical labor made space for me to complete this book while ex-
periencing the shock of grief. The manuscript workshop sponsored by the 
department helped get me out of the weeds and think through the larger 
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arc of the project — special thanks to Mark Anderson for his commitment 
to a robust anthropology of race, and to my colleague and Black geographic 
genius Camilla Hawthorne for pushing me to own up to the spatial ar-
guments buried in the manuscript. The Critical Race and Ethnic Studies 
program has been a space of institutional fugitivity, and I am full of deep 
gratitude to Gina Dent, Nick Mitchell, Neda Atanasoski, Christine Hong, 
and Jenny Kelly for their generosity of spirit inside the machine.

The most formative stage of Progressive Dystopia was enabled by my 
post doctoral fellowship in the Black Bodies Seminar at the Rutgers Cen-
ter for Historical Analysis (rcha). The faculty seminar was truly the most 
generative and ambitious intellectual space that I have had the opportu-
nity to step into, largely due to the leadership of Marisa Fuentes and Bayo 
Holsey. I had the opportunity to workshop an early version of “Ordinary 
Departures” at rcha, and I am grateful to all twenty- two participants as 
they each helped me to refine the form and content of the book. Both Bayo 
and Marisa gave crucial feedback at that stage, as did Nelson Maldonado- 
Torres, Brittney Cooper, Kali Gross, Poe Johnson, and Shannon Eaves.

Roughly 2,826 soy cappuccinos have been consumed during the seven 
years it took to write this book, and I would not have made it without the 
camaraderie and steadfastness of dozens of ridiculously skilled service 
workers. Lauren and the staff at Cherry Coffee in New Orleans kept my 
life in the swamp swinging, while the Rival Brothers crew celebrated me 
with free drinks whenever I met a milestone like submitting an article or 
even finishing a paragraph — infinite gratitude to Courtney, Amy Lauren, 
and my fellow caPa (Creative and Performing Arts High School of Phila-
delphia) alum and rising pop star Josh Bation. Finally, Oakland shout- outs 
to Stevie, Sasha, and Zach at the cro Café, and to Mohamed and Moni at 
Subrosa — y’all shepherded me through the final stages of publication with 
warmth, grace, and wit. Tipping is anticapitalist praxis!

The young people of San Francisco have taught me everything I know 
about pedagogy, activism, and what it means to survive the end of the world. 
Thank you for sharing your home with me, and for allowing me to fight 
alongside you in the struggle for the future of The City.
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